GIVE YOUR BUSINESS THE FREEDOM TO MOVE WITH SPEED, AGILITY, AND EFFICIENCY

Traditional storage
- Missed opportunities
- Large capital expense
- Slow procurement
- Rough road to business decisions
- Integument to innovation

New opportunities!
- Why HPE GreenLake?
- Slow procurement
- Rapid and flexible deployment
- Economic utilization of storage
- Smooth sailing
- Fine-tuned by experts
- Overprovisioning
- Pit stop for services
- Why HPE GreenLake?
- Self-service, on-premises cloud
- Accelerate app and infrastructure development
- Lower storage operational expenses due to effortless management of storage
- No up-front payment
- Reduce risk of running out of capacity
- Delivering economic savings up to 40%
- Over 90% retention
- Over 67% reduction in storage costs.
- Over 75% reduction in storage operational expenses
- Over 23,000 experts worldwide
- Over 50 countries
- 45% >1 year
- 40,000 Channel Partners of Choice, Alliances, and SI partners
- Strong bench
- Over 23,000 experts worldwide
- Over 50 countries
- 45% >1 year
- 40,000 Channel Partners of Choice, Alliances, and SI partners
- Strong bench
- Over 90% retention
- Over 67% reduction in storage costs.
- Over 75% reduction in storage operational expenses
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